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THE ADVOCATE
OLUME I, ISSUE THREE

WEDNESDAY, OCT 22, 2003

WILLIAM & MARY SCHOOL OF LAW

"Combat Lawyers" Symposium Hosted by Military Law Society
by Andrew FJor

The Military Law Societ
hosted it annual fall ymposium
n October 2003 in Room 133.
This ear's symposium topic wa
taken straight from the newspaper
headlines. Four Judge dvocates
General (JAGs) from the Army,
Navy and Air Force shared their
deployment experience from the
past ear.
Representing the Air Force
wa Lieutenant Colonel Thomas
Couture the Deputy Staff Judge
Advocate for the 1st Fighter Wing
at Langley Air Force Base, and
Lieutenant Colonel Ursula Moul,
from the Air Combat Command at
Langle . Representing the Navy
was Lieutenant Commander Tony
Mazzeo , Staff Judge Advocate
for the Carrier Strike Group Two
(USS Harry Trwnan Battle Group).
Representing the Army was Major Elizabeth Marotta, formerly
the Staff Judge Advocate for the
7th Transportation Group at Fort
Eustis, now attending the Graduate
Course at the US Army JAG School
in Charlottesville, Virginia.
Lt. Col. Couture served
in Saudi Arabia during Operation
Iraqi Freedom and then served in
Kyrgyzstan (a former Soviet Republic near Pakistan) in support of
Operation Enduring Freedom, the
ongoing operations inAfghanistan.
He enlightened the audience with
interesting stories ofhow he helped
to build a base from scratch at a
SaudiArabian airfield. He practiced
contract law in setting up the supply lines with the locals - with
costs totaling almost $30 million
- to start up the base. He was able
to practice minor criminal law by
advising the commander on how
to handle airmen that may get into
trouble.
Couture also helped distribute
the Rules of Engagement (ROE),
a very critical combat function of

lawyers, to the troops on base. Developed from the Geneva Conventions, the UN Charter, and United
States federal law and policy, the
ROE helps military members decide how and when they can engage
the enemy and with what weapon
systems.
Finally, in Kyrgyzstan, Lt. Col.
Couture helped run day-to-day operations at a multinational base. He
told the storyof when he was assigned to investigate a plane crash
involving fatalities, where the plane
was on loan from the Ukraine, the
pilots were Spanish, the plane crash
was in Turkey, and the investigator
was an American! That was a truly
unique situation with international
impact.
Lt. Cdr. Mazzeo served aboard
the USS Harry Truman Aircraft
Carrier during Operation Iraqi
Freedom. His Carrier Strike Group
spent most of the time patrolling
the eastern Mediterranean. Their
Group launched numerous Air

Strikes and Tomahawk missile
strikes against targets in Baghdad.
As with Couture, Lt. Cdr. Mazzeo
had a role in the distribution ofthe
ROE.
Mazzeo sho'Yed video footage
of a Tomahawk missile launch,
combined with photos of the precision strike capability ofthese missiles. Even after traveling almost
800 miles, these missiles are precise
enough to bit a specific spot on a
building. Lt. Cdr. M<fzzeo had the
opportunity to practice Admiralty
law after a tugboat damaged one of
the ships in port. They also had to
worry about the "Rainbow" Warrior Greenpeace sh!p. In the past,
the Greenpeace vessel has defaced
or interfered with the combat operations of the Navy, and Mazzeo advised the commander on how they
could avoid such interference and
track the vessel legally.
Lt. Cdr. Mazzeo helped devise
a plan for "Freedom of Navigation" assertion. Syria claims a

territorial waters boundary of 32
nautical miles, while the UN only
recognizes territorial water of 12
miles. The plan had the Group assert
their rights by, shortly after arrival
in the Mediterranean, openly travelingthrough that area in-between 12
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Judge Advocates Share Mi.litary
Law Experiences at Symposium

Erudite E'xcitement at
Bushrod Tournament
by Nick DePalma

continued from page 1

tion Group followed while it
Virginia Vile, arguing for the
was in Iraq. A unique unit in petitioner, went first, reserving
and 32 miles off the coast of Syria. the Army, the 7th Group actu- two minutes for rebuttal. "The
Finally, Mazzeo helped develop a ally has more boats than the case before you tonight is one that
plan by which they could assert Navy! (All of the 7th Group 's is barred from procedural review,"
their rights to board and inspect vessels are supply ships.) she stated with assurance. From
there, Virginia spent her remaincivilian merchant vessels that Most of the time, soldiers in ing thirt,een minutes skillfully
refused to respect the "Military the unit were working in the justifying that conclusion. .
Engagement Zone" set up around ports of Kuwait, bringing in
It wan then Claire Maddox's
the area occupied by the Carrier ammu'n ition and supplies for turn to speak before the Justices.
"This is a case," she began, "about
Group.
the whole US Army. Marotta's a fundamental miscarriage of
Major Marotta was the only legal duties included determin- justice." Thus began a line of arone ofthe three main speakers who ing the rights of Enemy Pris- gument on the issue of fairness
actually set foot inside the country oners of War (EPW s), setting and constitutionality that Claire
of Iraq. She did this on day one of up a confinement facility for remained focused on throughout
the ground war. She was with the American soldiers who misbe- her presentation, deftly fielding
questions and answering on the
haved in theater, . fl
convoy near Nasiriyah that
" MaJ' 0 r distributin'g the y. Each contestant was an exresulted in the capture ofseveralAmerican POWs, inc1ud- Marotta actu- ROE, contract pert on the cases. Both deli ving PVT Lynch. She showed ally set foot law with local ered extremely convincing oral
l'
d performances. In the eyes of the
..
.
(h
d t inside Iraq on
supp lers, an
audience and the Justices, each
excltmg pIctures s e use 0
be a combat photographer be- D'ayOneofthe target analysis, contestant was already a winthe determina- ner before the competition even
fore she became a JAG) of the ground war."
tion of what can started. Sitting in the courtroom
convoy operations and tanks
and can't be hit seats, it was easy to see how
moving across the desert. She
also had pictures ofthe "Mother of according to the laws of war. Claire alO.d Virginia had gotten
to where they were, but by the
In all, 26 people attended time tbe arguments were over, it
all Sandstorms." .
Major Marotta actually the symposium. After the pre- was nearly impossible to teU who
tried five courts-martial while in sentations, there was an infor- had won.
Iraq against soldiers who misbe- mal question and answer period
The competition had been
haved. She prosecuted one trial . over refreshments and beer in the amicable but fierce during last
Thursday's 2003 Bushrod T.
against a soldier who removed student lounge. The symposium is Washington Moot Court Tournathe firing pin from the weapon of available on videotape for those ment's filO.al round. The Justices
his supervisor. In addition to all of interested in watching it. E-mail presiding were the Hon. Lydia
this, she helped formulate the Andrew Flor at adflor@wm.edu Calvert Taylor, Dean Reveley,
ROE that the 7th Transportath
and Casey Chmielewski, (last
_-------------t-o-r-e-q-u-es-t-e-ta-p-e-._ _ _ _ _-, year's Bushrod champion)
No one knew how the results
would come out as the Justices
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"I have judged this for 18
years, and I have never seen it
this close, "stated Hon. Lydia Calvert Taylor of the Norfolk Circuit
Court, while the finalists waited
in anticipation. In her next breath,
she voiced the decision in what
Dean Reveley called a "really
extraordinary performance," the
decision for which both finalists
had been waiting anxiously. The
audience leaned forward and then
she said suddenly: "Ms. Vile, you
are the winner ... "
The first thing that happened
following the decision was that
Virginia and Claire hugged and
congratulated each other in the
spirit of true sportsmanship. Hon.
Lydia Calvert then added, grinning, that they would make an
"excellent team on the national
level," considering that they both
had such different styles but that
they had both done so well. Later,
each finalist was presented with a
silver cup from the Chief Justice
of the Moot Court Board, Erin
Butler.
Also commended on Thursday night were Moot Court
semifinalists Dominique Callins
and Brad Reaves. They were
awarded witb cups in recognition of their accomplishment. The
Moot Court Board also thanked
Adrienne Griffin for researching
and writing this year's tournament
problem.
All things considered, itwas a
memorable evening and not something that anyone wanted to miss.
Perhaps Justice Chmielewski
phrased the feeling best: "It was
just outstanding to be able to be
here and listen."
Certainly it was a chance to
listen to some ofthe best student
oral anruments anyWhere.

David Baugh Lecture
The Black Law Students Association presents David Baugh lecture to
beheld in room 127. October 3 1 at 10:
00 am. Baugh, an attorney with the
ACLU, is one of the most renowned
and controversial attorneys in the
country.
BLSAinvites tbeLaw School cornmunity 's participation in its upcoming
community service events. BLSA, in
conjunction with the American Red
Cross, will hold a blood drive Octo!ber 27. BLSA will also host its annual
Thanksgiving Basket C'()mpetition ! All
Legal Skills Firms are encouraged to
participate. Baskets will be judged by
the BLSA E-Board on November 24.
Prizes will be awarded to the firms
with the lJ(~st basket presentations.
All proceeds and donations will go to

participating food banks in the COIDmunity.
On November 8th BLSA holds its
annual Law Day. The purpose of
Law Day is to expose minority undergraduate students to law school at
William & Mary. The event provides
prospective law students an opportunity to meet current students. faculty
and admjnistrators, to participate in
classroom demonstrations. and to get
a small taste of life as a law student.
This year we are pleased to have the
Honorable Gerald Bruce Lee. United
States District Court.A1exandria. Vrrginia. as our keynote speaker.
Questions regarding upcoming
BLSA events can be forwarded to
blalaw@wm.edu.
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Wythe Lecture: "Technological Evolution and
the Devolution of Financial Reporting
by Adrienne Griffin

Professor
Donald
C.
Langevoort of Georgetown
Univer ity Law Center delivered
the annual George Wythe Lecture
on Thursda , October 16 to a
capacity crow d in Room 127. In
hi address Lange oort offered
hi own take on the recent financial
reporting c andal that ha e
rocked companie uch a Enron,
WorldCom, and Freddie Ma . Hi
main oneIu ion is that the recent
rash of corporate misbehavior is
"not a stark good- ersus-evil kind
of phenomenon." In his iew, such
scandals are not entirely the product
of executive greed, but rather the
result of multiple factors that
create many " shades of gray' that
e pecially affect high-tech firms.
Langevoort characterized the
fir t factor as the "motive' of the
executives in failing to follow
reporting rules. Although he
acknowledged that "greed is not
absenttrom \.the 1story" Langevoort
emphasized the pressure executives
feel to "create the impression that
you will be around awhile" and
that "you are growing faster
than your competitors." To these
executives, it is essential to
present a favorable picture to the
public, and- having high-priced
stock is " a magically important
factor" in de igning that picture.
According to Langevoort,
such a motive found a fortuitous

opportunity in the 1990's due to SEC was "grossly underfunded
the " ea change in the technology and Silicon Valley executives
of in 'estment," namely, the ri e had the ear of Congress. "
of the independent, internet-based
Langevoort considers himself
investor. Noting that by 1999 a "hawk in the world of securities
20% of all tran actions on the regulation." Prior to becoming a
N YSE were performed by on- law professor, Lange oort served
line retail investors, Langevoort as Special Counsel in the Office
asserted that these non-experts ofthe General COlmse1 at the U.S.
fell prey to their own ignorance, Securities and Exchange Cornmisthe advice of in e tment analysts, sion. Hi thorough understanding
and concerted efforts by executive of the complexities of the devoluto make their earnings look tionoffinancialreportingledhimto
better than they actually were. make some specific recommendaFurther, Langevoort explained tions in the area of reforms. First, if
that the technology of business corporate greed is not the ultimate
also contributed to the reporting cause ofEnron-type behavior, then
scandals. Technology made it easier pushing for more independent
to "cook the books' by moving boards of directors is not likely to
"assets and liabilities - - - - - - - improve the situation. Secaround the firm in a
" Corp 0 rat e ond, Langevoort rej ected
blur" through the use scandals are criminal sanctions as an
of derivatives and not entirely effective way to combat
structured financing. the
product the problem, because
In addition, the gap of executive "once juries get confused
between traditional greed."
by the shades of gray,"
methods ofaccounting _ _ _ _ _ _ _ they will be much more
and the financial
likely to acquit corporate
realities of high-tech businesses defendants. Instead, he proposed a
madeiteasierforexecutivestojusti:f)r separate administrative procedure
abandoning those accounting rules. . with securities experts sitting
Finally, Langevoort pointed to as administrative law judges to
the failure of outside forces, such decide the appropriate sanctions.
as accounting firms, the markets, Finally, when pressed by questionand especially the government, ing from the audience, Langevoort
to "push back' on executives as admitted that he would be in
an additional factor leading to favor of limiting the ability of
improperreporting.Mosttellingly, private individuals to invest
according to Langevoort, were the without the help of a licensed
facts that throughout the 90's, the expert.

Roots Surface at Inns of Court Ga1hering
drnnk, JOOge Lemm invited tre groop to
raise their glasses and relish the moment
It was a the roots of a great oak that Over the course of a little over thirty min:surfuced during a fine speech presented utes he quite ablyrecited someofthe most
by The Hon. Donald W Lemons on intricate and fuscinating detrils of Justice
the evening of October 8th, 2003. The Marsball's <b-elopment as a Fern-aJist
l' Anson-Hoffman American Inns of and the MarlJury v. Madison trail Even
Court brought the program to William the.iudt,aes inattendanceconcededtheybad
& Mary School of Law and attendance learned something.
JudgeLemon<;'insightsintoMarsball's
~'3S such that students, fuculty, and even
Dean Reveley were obliged to take a seat life included the fuct 1bat the lIDCharacteron the steps ofroom 127's btrrst:ing audi- istica1ly well-read frontier boy, cousin to a
torium Ho\.\-ever; the Dean did note that 1eadingRepublicanoftheday(IhomasJefby David Byasse

Mr.Potatohead, whousuallyresidesinthe
room, was nowhere to be found.
Noting that he had previously spoken
beforedinneranddrinking,andafierdinner
and drinking, 00t never willie his a!.rlience

fmon), becamealeading Federnlistwhile
sufferingthecoldofwinterinatrutatValley
Forge~fu1eothercoloniststrndedfordirely

needed supplies with the British. Feeling
thatthis homblesuffuing \vasdueto alack

JAG Day 2003-04
Come find out what it's
like to be a "JAG ff from
the experts ...
5 JAGs from all branchs
of service-Army,
Navy, Air Force,
Marines, and Coast
Guard - will answer
your questions.
Learn how to apply for
a paid summer internship!

Learn how to apply to
become a JAG!
Wednesday October 29
Rm. 141, 3:00 PM
E-mail
mlwsoc@wm.edu for
more information.

ofgovetIIIrellt, Marshall recalled ''1 came review] to micromanage economic and
to lU1detstandAmeras my country and cultural matters of the States." Judge
Congress as my govennnent"
Lemon also described the developFrom the begirming ofhis career as ment of executive privilege.
Chief Justice, Marshall was irmnediately
So as not to allow this article to
castinto the midst ofan exquisitethea1rical escape the romantic needs of my dear
perfonnance where he and everyone else colleagues who relish the commentar'y
in the court were
of Sex and The Law,
"[Judge
Lemons]
ably
let it be know that our
drawn through
the idiosyncra- recited fascinating details pillar, Justice Marsies of proving of Justice Marshall and shall, wore a locket
containing a lock of
the existence of Marbury v. Madis on . "
documents they
his wife's hair from
the time of her death
had personally
laid eyes upon. This was, of course, the until his own.
case of Marbury v. Madison, where,
The event was a most pleasalthough not nearly as novel as widely ant and welcoming affair. Students
believed, the concept of Judicial Review outnumbered faculty in attendance,
was solidified. Judge Lemons noted the and all were joined by a number of
judiciary subsequently.'has U'led [judicial Federal and State judges.
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Voting in Virginia: The Race for the House of Delegates
by Marie Siesseger

You've moved to VIrginia, set up a
permanent (for three years, at least) address, and slapped a pair of shiny new
license plates on your cal: And ifyou're
like most opportunistic out-of-staters,
you couldn't resist the mge to get vanity plates, so now you have some misspelled platitude proudly displayed on
bothendsofyourjalopy. Congrntulations.
Now you're waiting with baited breath
to learn whether your petition for residency has met with the approval of the
University Registrar. (Hint It hasn't, but
go ahead and keep paying your Vrrginia
income taxes.) What should you do in
the interim? Why, perform your civic
duty, of course!
On November 4th, incumbent
Bill Barlow (D) will :face off against
challenger Troy Lapetina (R) for the
seat in the VIrginia House of Delegates
representing the 64th District The 64th
District includes Williamsburg, as well
as portions ofIsle ofWight, James City,
and Southampton Counties, all of Surry
County, and part ofthe City ofFranklin.
The elected delegate represents approximately 63,000 citizens.

On the Left: Bill Barlow
. A life-long resident of VIrginia
and 12-year member of the House
of Delegates, Barlow stated that his
''top priority is, and has always been,
improvingpublicschoolSin VIrginia"
Barlow also supports expanded access
to health care and has plans to achieve
this goal by "offering incentives to
small businesses to provide insurance
coverage to their employees." If reelected, Barlow plans to continue to
pursue initiatives designed to preserve
the Chesapeake Bay watershed.
Barlow is a UVa.-trained lawyer practicing in Smithfield, Va, and

former officer in the US. Air Force.
He and his wife, Taylor, have two
grown children, one of whom is a
2002 W&M Law School graduate.
In recent sessions of the House
of Delegates, Barlow has supported
"efforts to require the state to give 10cal elected officials more authority,
including authority to better manage
growth in our neighborhoods." He
has long been a proponent'of greater
statefinancialinvestmentinK-12and
higher education. Recognizing the increasing costs ofstate-supportedpostsecondary education, Barlow stated
that''Ihaverepeatedlysupportedbond
initiatives and other funding mechanisms that have provided money, or
would have provided money, to higher
education."
Barlowemphasizesthatlong-term
fiscal growth is important to VIrginia's
economy, and notes that "many in the
GeneralAssemblyhaveprioritizedtax
cutting at all costs-without regard to
a stagnant or declining state revenue
stream and to chronic, critical funding
needs." Taking a temperate approach
totaxes,Barlowcontinuestoadvocate
the elimination or reduction of a few
select taxes, including the tax on groceries,butnotesthat"therealityisthat
these tax cuts are less important than
the need to fund public schools."
During his prior service in the
House of Delegates, Barlow served
on the Courts of Justice Committee.
In his capacity as a committee member, he helped to interview and screen
candidates for judicial appointments
in addition to monitoringjudgesup for
re-election. VIrginiajudges are elected
by the General Assembly after they
undergo a rigorous screening process
in the Courts of Justice Committee.
The Committee also handles legisla-

IBRLG Lunch: Immigration Historian Mae Ngai
by Adrienne Griffin

Sheisespeciallyinterestedinthe 1924ImmigrationActand 1be quotas that resulted
from it She particularly emphasized the
concept of "alien citizens," which does
not refer to afonnallegal status, butrather
to the chilchen of illegal aliens who are
1bemselves citizens but still considered
"aliens" by American society. Professor
Ngajalso sketched a history of deportation in the United States, emphasizing
that the earlier trend toward discretionmy
ctecision-makinghasevolvedintoamuch

On Thmsday, October 9, 2003,
Professor Mae Ngai ofthe University of
Chicago spoke at a luncheon attended
by students and faculty. The luncheon
was sponsored by 1be Institute of Bill of
Rights Law. ProfessorNgai spoke onher
recently completed book on theliistoryof
immigrationentitledIrnpossibleSubjects:
lliegalAliens and the Making ofModem
America
ProfessorNgaibeganthediscus- more~aentsystemofnear-mandatory
sion by summarizing the principal areas removal. For example,before 1920, there
of immigration law covered in her book. was a statute of1imitations on deportation

tion addressing the operation of the
state judiciary, in addition to public
safety issues. In particular, Barlow
notes that as a Committee member,
he has "supported tougher identity
theft laws, because identity theft has
emerged as one of our nation's leading crimes."
On the Right: Troy Lapetina
ChallengerTroyLapetinaisaveteran firefighter and former US. Secret
Service agent. He has spent much of
his career in emergency services, and
served as Executive Director of the
VrrginiaDepartrnentofFirePrograrns
underformerGovemorGeorgeAllen.
. He lives with his wife, Helen, and their
two sons in James City County.
Running on a platform that
focuses on improving the safety of
the communities in the 64th District,
lower taxes, and improving public
education, this campaign marks
Lapetina's first bid for elected office
His campaign website reveals no
indications of the substantive measures Lapetina would introduce as
a Delegate to accomplish his goals
However, Lapetina bas garnered
the endorsement of the Professional
Firefighters of Williamsburg Local
3424 and the James City County
Professional Fire Fighters Association Local 3306.
Lapetina declined to comment
for this story.

Talking Connections:
SELS Holds
Organizational Event
by Dnid Byasse

Who do I know? That is the question yousbouldbeaskingyourselfifyou
expect 1n get into the tightly knit world
of Sports and En1ertaimnent law. According to their brochure, the Sports
and En1ertaimnent Law Society here
at W&M "is an enjoyable and infunnal
society open to students with any level
of interest in sports and entenainment
law." Knowing it's not what you know
but who youknow, this relatively small
group of highly charged individuals is
open and prepared to help others with
similar interests.
In their informational meeting held
on Wednesday, October 8th, the group
provided Papa John's pizza and cold
drinks while asking the new recruits,
"Does anyone know anyone fumous?"
Seekingduesof$25fromnewmembers,
retumingmernbers explained where the
money goes. There is an annual symposium held in the spring which has
trnditiona11y brought in speakers 1iom
furoughout the nation, and two topier
specific moot comt competitions. One
moot court competition focusing on
sports law is held in Tulane during the
weekofMardi Gras, and the other is held
inNewYodcCityandcovers intellectual
property and trademarlc Jaw.
The group expects that next year's
executive board will be :filled by this
Want more information before
year's incomingcIass, so ifanyone is inyou head to the poDs?
terestedthereisdefinirelyroomforactive
leadership
involvement Ensuring that
Bill Barlow's campaign website is:
SELS serves the group's interests seems
www.barlowfordeiegate.com
to be the only necessary qualification.
Troy Lapetina's campaign website is: For infonnation about SELS contact
the President, Derek DeGrass, at
wwvtl.lapetinafordelegate.com
dedegr@wm.edu.

and in the 1920's and 30's it was considered a hardship to deport adult aliens with
citizen children. While:fumily separntion
can still be considere.d atadeportation procreiing, thesepolicies have changed and,
according to Professor Ngai, as of 1996
it became "ahnost impossIble to become
legalized."
An extensive question and an.swer session followed Professor Ngai·s
introductory remarks. She fielded inquiries from both students and fuculty on a
rnIloUC of issues from the re-organization
of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) to the emergence of the
Department of Homeland Security and

the changing attitudes oforganized labor
toward illegal alien worlcers.
Professor Ngai also led discussions of a cotIDtry's legitimate rights to
control its borders and gender violence
being deeme.d a presumption of refugee
status, a very recent development in the
field Thestudentsattheluncheonenjoyed
taking part in the discussion. Sada Andrews (3L) remarked that, 'fuJmigration
policy is a good measure of how we, as
a nation, see ourselves and feel
about the rest of the world. It
was interesting to hear about
how that ha changed in the last
century."
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Who is John Hackel?
by Susan Billheimer
Jo~ Hackel (3L) says that his
goal IS to do nothing this year.
In a law school filled with students working around the clock
!o keep up with their demandm~ workloads, such a statement
mIght ~asily raise a few eyebrows.
As ChIef Justice of William and
Mary's Honor Council however
JoI;m Hackel serves a~ the first
pomt of contact for law students
c<;mce!TIed that an honor code
vIOlatIOn has occurred. If no suspected honor code violations arise
he would have nothing to do. '
Make no mistake, John and the
15 representatives of the Honor
Council (see chart) are workina
har~ to achieve this goal. Last
spnng, the Honor Council formed
small .com:nittees to tackle projects lIke Improving the current
honor code, training each other
to be b~tter Honor Council representatIves, and formulating a
plan to keep students aware that
William and Mary has an honor
code, an honor council, and an
honor system.
As a result, this year's 1L class
experienced a more thorough debnefing on Honor Council activi!ies ~uring law camp than classes

In pnor years. 2Ls and 3Ls heard

a .sho~ presentati{)n in a large audItonum on Honor Council activities before taking the William
and Mary Honor Pledge not to lie
cheat, or steal in their academic
pe~sonall!fe. By contrast, 1Ls partICIpated ill an informal one-hour
session in their law firm groups to
learn about the Honor Council and
the honor code. This change arises
partly from experience John had at
Quantico teaching Marine Corps
officers about the core values of
Honor, Courage, and Integrity.
He lea~ed that smaller groups
and an mformal settin a are more
effective than a large °lecture to
~ddress character-building issues,
m part because it gives students
an opportunity to ask somewhat
m?re personal questions than they
~gh.t otherwise ask in a large audItonum.
~he results.ofthe change were
notIceable. Thirty students applied
for .t?e five IL Honor Council
pOSItIons this year, a marked inc.rease from prior years. In additIOn, the Honor Council received
large amounts of feedback from
evaluation forms handed out at
the small firm sessions. John was
very pleased with the comments on
the whole, and felt they reflected
the diversity of the student body
William and Mary law student~
come from a wide v ariety of
backgrounds, from schools with
no honor codes to establishments

0;

with very strict policies that have
little tolerance for honor code
violations. Predictably, some
students felt that the topic of the
honor system was treated too
flippantly, while others felt as
though it was too serious. While
John admits that each teacher
handle~ the topic differently, he
emphaSIZes that the Honor Council
tries to take a balanced approach
to student concerns. Although the
Honor Council issues sanctions
more readily than some institutions, it will not be as likely to
expel students for infractions as
other schools .
Chris Clements (3L) helped
create the school's current honor
code as an undergraduate student
while serving as Vice-Chair of
the Honor Council at William &
Mary. In 1996, President Sullivan proposed to unify the different
honor codes in.to one code applicable to the entrre college. Prior to
that, marine sciences education
public policy, busine;s, law, and
the undergraduate campus each
had their own honor code. Two
representatives from each school
worked to unify the codes. The
final result, which took a year
to produce, was eventually ratified by eacb component's student
body government and accepted by
Pre.sident Sullivan. Although the
entrre college adheres to the same
honor code, violations among law
students are heard only by members of the law school's Honor
Council. In addition, the current
honor code includes a requirement
that the Honor Council publish a
sUJ:?Illary o.f all. incidents, stripped
of IdentIfymg mformation in the
William and Mary new;papers
eac~ semester.
According to
ChrIS, one h?tly debated topic
was whether It would constitute
an honor code violation to not
r~port someone whom you knew
YIOlated th.e honor code. In the end,
It was deCIded that this would not
be a violation. Further information
about the current honor code is
provided in the student handbook
a!ld on the William and Mary web
SIte.
According to the student handbook, the student-administered
honor system is one of the most
significant traditions of the College o~Wil1iam and Mary. It originated m an implicit "gentleman's
code of conduct," which ostracized
those who broke the colleae's discipline code. The essenc~ of the
h?~~r sy.stem is individual responSIbIlIty m all matters relatin a to
a student's honor. The student
handbook states that in today's
college environment, honor has
become a more "relative" term
not defined in a strict code of

Faculty-Student Mixer
by Jennifer Rinker

The F acuIty Student Mixer on October 16 provided
students, especially 1Ls,
the opportunity to interact
with professors on a less
formal basis. On the heels
of Professor Langevoort's
Wythe Lecture, the Mixer
resulted in a decent student
and faculty turnout.
Although perhaps less
publicized than other events
around .the Law School,
those who missed it should
look for it next year.

. Professor Thornburg and Sam Gross (IL)

Professor Kades and Sarah Brown (lL)

gentleman's conduct but which
means different things to different people. The Honor Council's
Web site maintains that the presence of an honor code contributes
to an atmosphere of trust and a
more open environment which

. unproctored eXdll1S
' and
pernnts

libraries with open stacks. Thus,
today's code focuses on questions
~f a~ademic integrity and practIcalIty, an? tends to shy away
from questIOns of general moral
character.
. Honor Council representatIves welcome suggestions and
comments throughout the year
and stand available to addres~
student concerns of honor code
violations. John Hackel points
out that law students can resolv~ 99% of their questions by
readmg the honor code or talking
to the person about whom they
bave suspicions. Although the
Honor Council ultimately exists
to perform the dirty work of investigating allegations of honor
code violations, we should all
work together to uphold our
pledge and to help John meet
his goal.

2003-2004 HODor COUDcil
Cbief Justice
John Hackel (3L)
3L RepresentativesMisty Evans
Andrew Fox
Jennifer Maceda
Ene O'Flaherty
Maxwell Wiegard

2L Representatives
Sarah Black
Richard Farley
Theodore Lu
Jason Miyares
Kelly Street
lL Representatives
Sarah Annstrong
Chris Johnson
Emily Jones
Georges Nabwangu
JohnPollam

a reason for expulsion as cheatin a
on an exam? Ultimately, the moral
character
of each Marshall-Wythe
Challenge to our readers from
graduate
reflects
upon the characthe author
ter
of
the
school,
its students and
The current code's focus on
questions of academic, rather fellow graduates, for better or for
than personal, integrity is not worse. shudder at classmates' tales
~bove question or criticism. If of excessive promiscuity, drunken
mdee~, as is proclaimed by our rey~lry,. and swearing just as I
foundrng father Georae Wythe it rejOICe 1ll the~r efforts to improve
is "here where we shall form su~h our communIty and themselves:
characters as may be useful in the for: again, it is our judgment and
national councils of our country " actIOns that ultimately contribute to
ought we not to have a code th~t o~r success as lawyers and citizens.
encompasses all types of immoral I rnvite you all to contribute your
conduct;
in which. cheatin0a on comments on what you think of the
,
one s spouse constItutes as great honor system in Paul Rush's next
Q&A column.
.,
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In Brief
by Paul Rush

.

What is Altruism?
by Dan Hobgood

All right, folks. You'v
ailed m e . I'm r eally quit
hamed. With all of the opin
ons I hear bantered around th
chool - in class and out - I ge
o responses to my latest plea fo
ubmissions. You leave me n
hoice; I'm instituting the draft
omen will not be excused, an
onscientious objector status wil
ot apply.
The next topic up for dis
ussion will center around ou
evered honor code. Do we re
lly teach honor in law school
nyway? More importantly, i
he code effective? Do we giv
t lip service only? What abou
elf-scheduled exams? After all
hear the undergraduate campu
s considering giving it a try. Ho
uch le~s honorable are we, th
xalted students of the nation'
ldest law school?
Food for thought, folks. That'
he point. So, unless you have n
houghts, throw me a bone here
r I will come after you. It's no

As he who inspired Raj Jolly's
piece, "Hallway Chatter: Altruism
is Evil," I would be greatly interested in offering to its readers the
following reaction.
Voltaire once told someone, "If
you wish to do battle, please define
your terms." He realized that engaging in debate was pointless if
the participants could not establish
what the debate was about. So, in
this response to Raj's column, I am
basically interested in illustrating
what altruism really is. To do that,
it will be important to review the
meanings of several other, relevant
terms beforehand.
First and foremost, the word
selfish. That which is self-ish, to
break the word apart, is "of help
to" (ish) "one's person" (self). Conversely, the word selfless means "in
disregard ofone's person." The following is crucial: it is impossible,
ooiven what these terms mean, for
something to be both selfish and
selfless - "a" cannot also be "nota. " To assert that sometbing is both

n idl e threat. L et me know -you' 1:

selfish and selfless is to embrace a

live out there, and send an emai
o pdrush@wm.edu. It'll be pain
ess. I promise.

contradiction.

When:
Who:
Location:
Format:
Cost:
Prizes:
Signup:
E-mail:

Moving on, the meaning of the
word sacrifice is also of use to us
here. It means, quite simply, "to
give up or surrender." The term
self-sacrifice, then, means "to give
up or surrender one's person;" for
our purposes, it is synonymous with
selflessness.
Now altruism. Being derived
from the Latin word alter, \1ihich
translates into other altruism
literally means "other-ism." Selfsacrificial service is its end. To
act altruistically, one must act in
disregard of his person; in other
words, altruism requires selflessness - plain selflessness. (As "a"
is "a," selflessness is selflessness
- profoundly, purely, or, as I just
noted, plainly.)
The creed of altruism is not that
it is good for one to be generous;
as Raj thankfully recognized in his
essay, being generous routinely is
(and I'd argue should be) selfish.
Indeed, it certainly can be ofhelp to
me to visit a sick friend or care for a
pet. Altruism's creed, rather is that
it is ooood for one to be miserable
and die - inversely, that it i evil
for one to live and be happy. Just
as something cannot be selfish and
selfless, and just as "a" cannot be

"not-a," it is impossible for one to
act in favor of his own well-being
and act altruistically.
Bearing this in mind, I, in contrast to Raj, would ask, ''How can
anyone reasonably argue thataltruism is goocl?" Not merely would I
challenge someone to try to answer
this question; I would, with all due
respect, tell him he could not do so.
The question "Why should one be
altruistic?" has no rational answer.
People can only justify altruism on
the basis of how they feel (as opposed to what they know).
As I previously indicated, my
purpose in writing this response
was to explain the nature of altruism; it was not to focu on why
altruism is evil (or positively--and
preferably--stated, why self-interest is good). The subject matter is
simply too elabor~te to address
fully in a newspaper editorial.
Perhaps in answer to demand, I
would be willing to proceed from
here in a follow-up submission.
In the meantime, if anyone reading
would like to know why self-interest is good, i.e. , moral, please seek
me out. With confidence, 1 assert
that trying to be of help would be
the elfish thing to do!

Military Law Society Hallow een Golf Tournament
October 31, 2003, 12:00 PM until complete (late arrivals O.K.)
All law students and faculty!
Cheatem Annex
9 hole tournament, 2 person best ball,
captain's choice (full 18 holes included in price!)
$25/ person due at signup (cart included)
.
Best team, worst team, longest drive, closest to the pm,
and best cos tume!
Table in the lobby, Oct. 27-28, 1000-1600.
mlwsoc@wm.edu for more details.
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Hallway Chatter: Gay Marriage
by R. S. Jolly

A mend of mine recently endorsed bans on homosexual marriage
and homosexual adoption. Many homophobes give otherworldly reasons
for such proscriptions, but I am forced
to focus on worldly reasons due to
space constraints and m inability to
muster up enough hubris to say that I
understand the mind of God
Many people sugg~ that homosexuality belongs to the class of abnormalities, but they seem to really mean
that homosexuality belong to the
class ofdefects .I see a huge distinction
between an abnormality (a statistical
notion implying atypicality) and a defect (a moral notion implying disease).
To say that homo exuals constitute
roughly ten percent of the population
implies thathomosexuals are abnormal.
Ho ht.nn; geniuses and violinists are also
abnormal by reason of atypicality. On
the other hand, to say that homosexuals
aredefectiveimpliesthattheyshouldbe
fixed, much like individuals who suffer
mental illness. This implication cannot
be taken seriously; while mental illnes
canimpairsocial ftmctiomngandsafety
to such a degree that life and the quality
oflifecan beundemiined,homosexualitytends to involve consensual decisions
about the goofy and qualitatively lifeenhancing world of sex.
If homosexuality cannot justifiably be called a defect, our negative
judgments about it probably rest on
our fears of the unfamiliar. In other
words, antagonistic attitudes toward
homosexuality really boil down to the
irrational imposition of defectiveness
on people rather than the rational recognition of differences in people.
Many people suggest that homosexual marriage affronts the concept of
marriage on two levels: natural and
historical. On one level, some
people miraculously derive the
rightness of heterosexual marriage
fromthefuctthatmammaliction naturally requires the participation
of opposite sexes. Such a derivation
seems to assume that reproduction
ought to be encouraged; however,
granting this dubious aSsumption does
nothing to strengthen the connection
between reproduction and marriage.
After all, married· people often refrain
from procreating while their unmarried
counterparts do serious evolutionary

damage.
On another leveL some people

miraculously derive the rightness
of heterosexual marriage from the
fact that heterosexual marriage as
an institution has deep roots in human history. Again, such a derivation cannot be sustained. For one
thing, homosexuality also has deep
roots in human history. (In fact, if
homosexuality has deep roots in
mammalian history, then I. reckon
it predates marriage.) Secondly, human history is marked by flux: After
enslaving people, we lynched them;
afterscapegoatingpeople, we gassed
them; after impaling people, we finished them off with atomic bombs;
and, in better times, we realized that
some people weren 'tsubhurnan after
all. People change, attitudes change,
and nothing but folly can stop us from
recognizing the equal dignity of all
human beings. In summation, I cannot think of a satisfactory objection
to homosexual marriage per se.
Many people oppose homosexual
marriage because it opens the door to
homosexual parenthood Some opponents fear that adopted children of homosexuals might themselves become
homosexuals, butthis fearisuhfounde<;i
and, more importantly, irrelevant 1n
other words, even if we discount twin
studies suggesting a strong genetic
contribution to homosexuality, we still
cannot justifiably view homosexuality
as a defect.
Some opponents of gay marriage
fear that adopted children of homosexuals would be marginalized by
other children and by the community at
large. ''We should notsubjectinnocent
children to social banishment!" such
opponents cry. Arguing in this manner
seems compassionate but strikes me
as highly offensive. Such an argument
unjustifiablyassumestbatconventionality is superior to individuality. Such an
argumentunjustifiablyshifts theburden
of acculturation onto the minority instead of distributing the joy of mutual
acculturation to all.
No human being should ever
be pressured to conform to amoral conventions and no human being should
ever feel obligated to succumb to such
pressure. Forced conformity to matters of taste undermines our freedom
to conduct our unique and precious
lives as we see fit; such freedom is a
precondition of human creativity and
human flourishing, and the violation
of such freedom should always be
resisted.

My Summer in ProstitutionI Mean Prosecution
by David Blessing

This past summer, I worked in
the United States Attorney's Office
for the Eastern District of Virginia
in Richmond. The job is a perfect
opportunity for someone interested
in litigation.
Interning consisted of two main
components. First, about half the
time in the office was spent doing research and writing, most of
which was far more interesting than
standard intern work. I worked on
two high-profile prosecutions of
Richmond city council members.
Second, I had the opportunity to
appear regularly in federal district
court, something only post-2Lsget to do. I actually presented and
argued arraignments, preliminary
hearings, detention hearings, sentencing, and other types ofpre -trial
felony hearings before the court.
Also, the interns handled all of the
misdemeanor prosecutions in the
office: Most of the misdemeanors

resulted in plea agreements, but a
fewwenttotrial. !twas a great experience to spend time every week in
the courtroom and get comfortable
speaking in front of the court.
In addition to interesting work,
the office planned field trips and
brown bag lunches to add to. the
experience. We toured the Viroinia Forensic Science
laboratory,
to
.
the Richmond City Jail, and some
of the "crime scenes" of the many
misdemeanor cases we handled. We
met with defense attorneys, parole
officers, and federal judges to get
an overall sense of the criminal
justice system.
There is only one drawback
to a summer position at the U.S.
Attorney's office-it will not lead
to an offer of employment. Most
U.S . Attorney offices do not hire
directly from law school. Still, I
would highly recommend this experience. If you are interested and
have more questions, please let me
know (dsbles@wm.edu).

Defending the Downtrodden at
the Federal Public Defender
by Scott Barbag

Whenever I'm asked about
my internship, I fondly remember the drug dealers, the gun
toting insane· people, and the
pedophiles. Yes, 1 worked for
the Federal Public Defender's
Unit in Norfolk. A wider range
of human disappointment would
be hard to find and yet the job
was exceptionally rewarding,
though not monetarily.
The people that I was fortunate enough to work with were
some of the more intelligent
and creative people with whom
I could hope to associate. This is
not idle, unwarranted praise. The
law is overwhelmingly against
criminal defendants in the federal
system. For this reason, people,
even those who are innocent,
generally will accept a plea of
guilty and try to negotiate clemency with the government.
My primary responsibilities
included examining a client's file
and determining how he should

plead (i .e., whether there was any
case law to support a not-guilty
plea). Failing any plausible avenue to assert a not-guilty plea,
my subsequent responsibility ' was to identify the areas of
sentencing that would be most
negotiable and to derive justifications for obtaining reduced
sentences (quite a challenge
when some clients are overly
unsympathetic).
Part ofthe summer was spent
watching my motions argued and
attending other adjudications,
like watching a murder trial from
beginning to end. I learned an
exceptional amount about how
the trial process works.
I recommend that, if you want
good experience and you want it
fast, try to get ajob at the Federal
Public Defender. Just understand
that almost everyone else realizes
what the PD has to offer, so there
will be ·stiff competition.
system.
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Screening Internship at the
Montgomery County
State Attorney's Office
responsibilities . . On numerous
occasions , threatened victims
This past summer, I in- wished to drop all charges out of
terned at the Montgomery County fear that the defendants would
State's Attorney's Office in my harm them. In such' situations, I
hometown of Rockville, Mary- tried to break down any distrust
land. My primary responsibility or doubts of efficacy that a vicwas the pre-trial screening of tim displayed toward the criminal
cases. My screening duties al- justice system.
lowed me to have initial contact
On my "court day" each week,
with victims of shoplifting, _ _ _ _ _ __ I directly assisted the
auto theft, and credit card
"Threat- prosecution at crimifraud among other misde- ened victims nal trials, sentencing
meanors. Subsequently, I wished to drop hearings and juvenile
assessed the prosecutorial all charges out court. The summer
merit for each case b y of fear."
interns also visited
examining the strengths - - - - - - - a Maryland State
and weaknesses of the evidence. Penitentiary. As you are probThe process saved prosecutors ably thinking, I was initially ap. considerable time and expedited prehensive about visiting a jail.
their workload, as they routinely However, by actually speaking
handled numerous cases on any with the inmates, among them
given docket. I also subpoenaed a felon serving a life sentence
witnesses, filed appropriate mo- for murder, some of whom were
tions and used the office network remorseful and others who were

PDP Presents ...

by Raul Bhat

to rctric"Vc t>. dcfcndt>.nt'~ crin"l.int>.t

:;uIpri.:;ing\-y uot, I gt>.iucd t>.u c-vcn

history.
Screeners playa pivotal role
in ensuring that victims fully
understand their legal rights and

greater appreciation ofthe societal
importance of the State's Attorneys. Thanks to PSF for making
this experience possible.

Law Law

a'oola
Friday, October 24, 2003
8PM, Commonwealth Auditorium

$8 in advance/$l 0 at door
(A portion of the proceeds to benefi
the Public Service Fund)

Doraldo's-Not Quite Mom's, But Pretty %*@! Good
by Nicole Lillibridge

Sometimes I feel the Richmond
Road restaurant chains calling me. I
want a decent meal, fast, and I need
to go out because I have nothing at
home to cook. When I feel the urge to
visit a greedy, corporate, impersonal,
chain restaurant coming on, I sometimes resist by going to Doraldo's, in
the Shops at Kingsmill.
Doraldo's is a cozy Italian place
that has never failed to be tasty,
reasonably priced, and enjoyable.
The staff is cQnsistently upbeat and
solicitous--even when they are busy
or when I'm in a cranky diner mode.
I find myself very forgiving of any
minor lapses in the generally excelent service because, much like the
small restaurants ofItaly, the staff at
Doraldo's is so warm and welcoming
as soon as you step in the door. It's a
casual cafe with an outdoor patio and
': intage posters decorating the walls.
1 addition, once seated, the most adthctive little garlic bread knots are
, rved. (To be honest, this is usually

why I want to eat at Doraldo's.)
The menu is deceptively typical.
Appetizers ($4.95 -8.95) include
pretty typical fare for a casual Italian restaurant. The difference is in
the quality. Doraldo's has the best
fried calamari I've had in a long
time. It's fresh-cut, fried to a golden
crisp, and served with a delicious
tangy marinara. The pasta dishes
($10.95-13.95) depart slightly from
the standard, including one ofmy favorite items-rigatoni with chicken
and broccoli ina pink marinara cream
sauce. Tasty filling, and in a large
enough portion to possibly feed two,
it's wonderful. Most importantly,
this dish is ostensibly healthy, even
though with one taste, it's pretty clear
that this should never be included in
a diet regimen.
The eggplant parmesan falls short
of the standard (my Mom's) but not
by much. With lightly breaded slices
ofeggplant, fresh mozzarella, and the
tangy marinara, it's satisfying comfort food expertly prepared. ~lethe
menu explains that the food is made

fresh to order and may take some
time to prepare, the food has always
been very prompt. Especially when
it arrives steaming to the table and!
realize that it was literally prepared
from scratch and served.
Doraldo's also features several
entrees ($16.95-21.95), including
mostly chicken and veal dishes. The
entrees and the pasta dishes corne
with a generous portion of salad,
served family-style, and tossed in a
light Italian dressing. Together with
the pasta dishes, the menu provides
enough appealing choices thatchoo ing a single entree can require serious
deliberation. The brick-oven pizza
should not be overlooked. Sampled
on a previous evening, the thin crust
is light and crisp, baked in the large
brick oven visible to the dining room.
Several pizza toppings are a ailable,
from broccoli to fresh pepperoni.
Drink options include a few beer
selections. Pepsi product , and a
decent list of inexpensi e Italian
wines ($13.95-41.95). They also
have a large se}ection ofhouse wines

available by the class or by carafe.
Although usually lam too completely
satisfied to consider des ert, I thought
I would do my readers a disservice
if I did not sample something from
the dessert menu (all about $4.95).
Doraldo's does not make their own
desserts, but orders them from an Italian company. Selections include tiramisu and a couple ofchocolate cakes,
with several tasty sorbets as well. I
enjoyed an orange sorbet, served in a
hollowed-out orange. I was tempted
to order the pineapple sorbet (served
in a halved pineapple) just to see if
it really existed, but I refrained. The
sorbet would be perfect on a hot afternoon outside on Doraldo s patio.
Howe er, the dessert was a perfectly
light finish to a satisfying meal on a
chilly evening.
The next time ou are wondering
where to get a decent meal v"ithout
a lot of fus think about heading to
Doraldo's. It'sal~oagreatplaceto go
if ·ou have forgotten wh you loved
carb ~o much in the first place. The
garlic knots will remind ou.
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Sex and the Law
by Shannon Hadeed

I was just chatting with an exboyfriend of mine who happens to
be a lawYer. After the pleasantries,
we fell into a familiar pattern: we
began to argue. Not about us,
no, about an alternati e method
of paying for education. But I
quickly tired of the supposedly
mentally challenging conversation
and found myself beginning to day
dream about finding my elf a nice
man in construction or plumbing or
pretty much anything but lawyering. But then I realized something.
Would I just argue anyways? What
h~ppens when you argue for a
living and you take your work
home with you?
I did some research. And it's not
looking good for female lawyers.
First we have to find someone willing to date a lawyer, which pretty
much limits us to either men as
"successful" in their professional
lives or one who is secure enough in
himselfto not care. Then we have to
manage to not argue him away. This
apparently takes awhile because, at
least in the 1990's according to a
collection of data made by Felicia
LeClareatNotreDame'sCenterfor
the Study of Contemporary Society, almost 50% of women lawyers
remained unmarried until after the
age of 34. That's about 15% more
than doctors and who knows more
than teachers. For male lawyers
it' about 40%. But that's not all
I found out. Women professionals
in general who have six or more
years of post-secondary education
have a substantially higher divorce
rate than women generally. That
wonderful information was collected by Teresa Cooney and Peter
Uhlenberg for an article comparing·
female professionals family-building patterns. But what about the
men, right? Well .... although 25%
of women lawyers are divorced by
the age of 50, for male lawyers it's
only about ten percent. So -- apparently there are a few more lawyers
available in the dating pool than
doctors, but if you put the divorce
rates together, that's about 35%
chance of a lawyer-lawyer marriage working out. That's creative
math at work because there is no
information about lawyer-lawyer

marriages to be found. Do those
numbers still seem better than the
national average? Sure, but that's
double the rate ofdivorce compared
to any other professional field, at
least according to Teresa and Peter.
So why do women lawyers
have such lousy numbers? I have
a theory. It comes back to rational
thinking. You see, there has been
a great deal written on the social
constructs of the sexes etc., so I
am not going to go into detail. But
the bottom line is men try to fix
women's problems and womenjust
want to be listened to. Does that
mean men want their problems to be
solved? I don 'tknow, but somehow
I doubt it. So women don't need to
have their problems sorted out. We
can solve our own problems. We
need someone to just listen to how
we feel. The most common arguments women often receive from
men when they are talking about
the way they feel are as follows:
"But why do you feel that way?"
"That does!] 't make sense." "But
have you thought about it like this?"
and the lawyer favorite "That's not
rational." Women in general don't
like it. I would argue men don t
either. So when a female lawyer
goes to her partner, not only has she
already methodically thought out
howtosolveherownproblems, the
last thing she wants to do is present
yet another argument, this time as
to why she is justified in feeling
the way she does. As Chris Rock
says women just want to hear "No,
you're kidding. Oh, really. No she
didn't. That b!**#*." He left out
"That sucks baby. I am sorry that
happened to you. Why don't make
dinner tonight?" And although men
take it for granted, that's the response they expect to get from their
women. Because that's what they
usually get. Because most women
have been socially trained to give
that response. Women lawyers have
it trained out ofthem. Reverse training if you will. Don't get me wrong,
female attorneys don't want to have
to be reasonable and rational about
their passions either, but when it
comes time to listening they have
the legal training to expect it from
their partners. And although many
would disagree, men are pretty ir-

r

•

rational about their feelings too ..
When the male partner tries to tell
a female lawyer how he feels, or
argue about something, the usual
response takes a back seat to the
legal training. When an argument
comes a lawyer's way, they clear
their heads and step up to the plate.
Reason over passion. It's not personal. . It's their job. And there is
nothing more aggravating to an
angry person than a cool response.
Now on top of that, they are being
asked to do something mostwomen
don't ask of their men: be rational
about your feelings. Please make
sure the way you feel about something makes sense. And if it's two
lawyers going at it, they both forget
that why someone feels a certain
way is not the point. The point is
they feel that way, and they just

would like some empathy. There
isn't always a fair, just, or rational
reason why a person feels a certain
way. They just do. So just listen,
give them a hug and take them out
for milk and cookies. That goes for
both female and male lawyers. Is
there a way to stop ourselves from
taking our legal training home with
us? I don't know. Could lawyers
be more conscious of their overly
rational hearts? Maybe. Should female lawyers try to mitigate their
legal responses? I don't know. But
I am tired of women always being
responsible. I am tired of being
responsible. Do I have a better
way to fix this problem? No. Ijust
want someone to appease me while
I cry, give me a hug and a kiss and
call it quits. When it's their tum, I
promise not to ask why.

-,
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Library Staff Raises Money
and Awareness to Fight Breast
Cancer
by Marie Siesseger

annual mammograms and breast
On Friday, October 10, 2003 , self-exams, and when diagnosed
the Law Library sponsored Lee at an early stage, it can be treated
National Denim Day to raise aware- with relatively high rates ofsuccess.
ness about breast cancer. Since its According to Komen Foundation
inception in 1996, corporate and research, when the cancer is conindividual participation in Denim fined to the breast, the five-year
Day has raised more than $36 mil- survival rate is over 95 percent.
lion for the Susan G. Komen Breast The Law Library staffhas organized
Cancer Foundation, the full amount Willia~ & Mary's participation in
ofwhich has been devoted to imple- Denim Day since 2000. Forthepast
menting programs designed to de- two years, guest speakers have
tect and combat breast cancer in its presented important information
earlier stages, as well as to further to law students and faculty. This
research into the causes and cures year, Joy Galloni, a Board Member of the Virginia Breast Cancer
of breast cancer.
Both men and women are at Foundation, delivered a presentarisk for breast cancer. The Komen tion entitled "Stay Abreast" and
Foundation estimates that in 2003, distributed literature about breast
211 ,300 women and 1,300 men will cancer prevention and treatment.
be diagnosed with breast cancer, "Ifjust one individual is helped by
and 39,800 American women will looking at the bulletin board and/or
die from the disease.
by taking the information that is on
There is some encouraging display, then this has been a very
news about breast cancer, however. worthwhile campaign," said orgaBreast cancer can be detected by

ruzer and Ex.ecutive Secretary of

a variety of methods, including

the Library, Betta Labanish.

Betta Labanish, Anne Beckley, Joy Gal/ani (fro m the Virginia Breast Cancer Foundation), and Kathy Pond celebrate alional Denim Day.

House of lIaiku
Basbo's lessons for the legal aesthete

By Jeff Spann
Radish writers,
Funny, funny, clever, yeah,
At least at times
I like the Radish. Most people 1 talk: to like the Radish. If the Radish writers would
dial back their egoist fueled paranoia a touch. the Radish might even border on great
- that and once the layout is corrected to avoid the confusing brain teaser that is the
center of this otherwise edible root.
Caffeine consciousness
Fettered, straining against
My insomnia
(An oldie but goody. We dredged this one up out oftbe archives because the I Ls deserve
fair warning. Their little universe is about to get a good deal more interesting.

A call to arms,
Rescue from unjust exile,
Long live Amicus
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I suppose there's hopelessness in this direction. But if California can
recall Gov. Davis perhaps we can recall The Advocate. Recalling a
recalling eerns oddly more appropriate than recalling a governor an way. Please sign the petition located in Dean Jackson' office at your
convenience.

Oh, where is the love,
Frustration anger. fear. ang t,
All we need is loYe.

Those in the Lennon-McCartney school of global engineering hould
pay special attention to a recent report by The Economist showing that
much of the Middle Ea t suffer from a troubling population ratio f
men to women. Topping the list i the U.A.E. \-,"'lth an astounding 186
men per 100 women. Quite trange for a p 1 gami t ociety, no. I think
we could sew the seeds of internati nal bliss if nly we could onvince
th surplu vomen f E tonia and Belaru to move uth.FEATURES

Features
THE ADvOCATE

•
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Americans in Paris: Le Divorce Had All The Makings of a Decent Flick
by Marie Siesseger

The title is quaintly misleading, the characters are disconcertingly one-dimens ional, and
the dialogue is a step abo e insufferable: Which is a pity, really, because Le Divorce had all
the maki ngs of a decent fli ck .
First, it offers endless opportunity for taking potshots at
the French (which, in the current political cl imate-and I'm
thinking here of the resolution
to serv e "freedom fries ' in the
Congressional cafeteria- could
have been accomplished with
minimum eyebrQw-rajsing and
maximum humor) and on their
own turf, no less! Second, it has
an altogether superb cast. But,
alas , there can be too much of
a good thing and a good cast in
principle doesn 't translate into
a good film in fact .
There are three very good
things about Le Divorce, and
they are Bebe Neuwirth, Glenn
Close, and Stockard Channing.
Unfortunately, due to severe
overcrowding in the supporting
roles , we get to see precious little
of them. Instead, we're forced to
spend most of our time watching an unusually embarrassing
performance by Kate Hudson
and one slightly less degrading
by Naomi Watts.
Hudson and Watts play Isabel
and Roxy, two American sisters
who find themselves transplanted to the City of Light from their
native Santa Barbara. So far, so
good. Things start to get a bit
ugly when Isabel pulls up to the
doorof Roxy 's apartment complex and Roxy 's French husband,
suitcase in tow, hurriedly takes
a seat in the taxi from which
Isabel just disembarked. The
beginnings of the titular legal
proceeding have begun.
And now for the $64,000
question: Do we care? Not
particularly. Why? Because al-

Kate Hudson and Naiomi Watts star ~ sisters in Le Divorce.

though the sight of a man walking out on his young daughter
and pregnant wife is pitiful,
director James Ivory gives us
no good reason to take even a
peripheral interest in Roxy and
her troubles at all. This despite
the fact that Roxy's story seems
far more interesting than Izzy's
ever becomes, Roxy is pretty
much relegated to the sidelines
of the film.
Isabel, like Le Divorce in
general, lacks a certain degree
of sophistication-she's in Paris
because she's bored of bumming
around Santa Barbara (poor
thing!) and because her parents
seem eager to .have the French
buff the rough edges off of her.
Hudson is passably suited for
this role, of course, but as the
principal character, she's given
shockingly few opportunities to
develop Isabel into much more
than a pretty, decently smart gir1
with zero ambition and somewhat dubious judgment.
It's pretty hard to believe that
the celebrated Roxy is an even
moderately successful poet (her
alleged occupation, aside from
being perennially pregnant), but
it's not Naomi Watts' fault. Her

scriptwriter, like her erstwhile
husband, Charles-Henri, utterly
and spectacularly failed her. Banal observations on the injustices
of the world flow out of her.
In one particularly nauseating.scene, Ivory attempts to give
poetic expression to Roxy's inner turmoil by showing her reading Anne Bradstreet's "To My
Dear and Loving Husband," in a
bookstore. Watching Roxy choke
up over her adulterous amor is
roughly akin to watching a petulant puppy dog stare dolefully
at its dish a few minutes before
chow-time. It's vaguely depressing, but the obvious discomfort
is so clearly good for her that it's
hard to feel much sympathy for
her self-inflicted plight.
As the plot slowly winds its
way through a couple of amusing, but ultimately inconsequential twists (Isabel becomes
the mistress of an older French
man, Roxy's dastardly wouldbe divorcee attempts to claim
ownership of her painting oJ St.
Ursula, and the jilted husband of
the woman Charles-Henri ran off
with goes bonkers in the Eiffel
Tower), it becomes eminently
apparent that a search for mean-

ing in this mess is an exercise
in futility. Enjoy the superficial
fun of seeing attractive actors
wearing · fashionable clothes
and munching on meticulously
prepared morsels in an exquisite
setting, because diversionary
pleasure is about all Le Divorce
has to offer.
In an appropriately perverse
twist on the stereotype of Paris
as the quintessential city of romance, none of the bumbling
characters in Le Divorce ever
finds true love. At least not in
the literary version. The film, of
course, can't let a thorny little
detail like fidelity to an author's
artistic vision interfere with a
crowd-pleasing ending. Thus,
the only interesting part of the
book is polished to an appropriate degree of Hollywood sheen,
resulting in a predictable and
rather ambiguous ending.
But maybe there is something
of value to be gleaned from this
fanciful French frolic, in, spite
of the insipid dialogue and uninspired plot lines. After all, as
one character cheekily points
out,"It'snottheMiddleAges,it's
France."Andyet,it'ssometimes
so hard to tell the two apart.
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Wednesday, October 22, 2003

barbrLcom

ENROLL WITH BAR/SRI AND RECEIVE GREAT BENEFITS

ALL

t:ui"tion discoun-t-s . expire OCTober

31 st

Enroll in BAR/BRI for $175

Enroll in BAR/BRI for $100

You will receive the following benefits byenroJling in BAR/BRI this semester:
BAR/BRI's First Year Revj~w Volume with
comprehensive Outlines for Civil Procedure,
Constitutional Law, Contracts, Crimina! Law,
Personal Property, Real Property and Torts
Practice Essay~ and True/False Questjons
all with model and explanatory answers
(located within the First Year Review Volume
following each subject)
BAR/ BRI's Chart Supplement with flow charts
and comparison charts to help enhance your
studying (located at the back of the First Year
Review Volume)

!-:::.ft"
!

Nationally recognized final exam review
lectures designed specifically for first year
e ams, available in select locations. Enroll by
October 31, 2003 and attend the 1L Essay
Advantage FREE. After October 31, 2003,
a registration fee of $175 is required in order
to attend the lL Essay Advantage for free.

c'F' Easy to use StudySmart~'" First Year Software
available exclusively at barbrLcom
:ff A locked -in discounted BAR/ BRI Bar Review

tuition throughout your first year; in order to
keep your tuition locked-in until two years after
your graduation and receive upper level
benefits, you must have $175 on account
by October 31, 2004.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• Multi tate Professional Responsibili~ Exam Review
•
•
•
•
•
•
(jf'"

BAR/ BRI 's Upper level Review Volume WIth
comprehensive outlines for Constitutional Law ,

Corporations, Criminoi Procedure , Evidence,

Trusts and Wilts

r:.iT' A locked-in discounted BAR/BRI Bar Review

tuition for up to two years after your
graduation from law school

r:Jr Nationally recognized upper level final exam
review lectures, available in select locations
(limited to five subjects per semester)

r::tr In order to receive both the Upper Level Review
Volume and the First Year Review Volume, an
additional payment of $100 is required ( this
payment is fully credited toward the bar review
tuition)

All students must have at least $175 on account
(fully credited toward the bar revie\ tuition) to
attend the MPRE Review, receive the MPRE Volume
and access the MPRE Software at barbrLcom.
Graduating students who are billing the bar review
tuition to a law firm with an established account,
must have paid the $125 refundable book deposit.

